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Abstract : The basic equations of the phenomenological renormalization method are 
recalled. A simple derivation using finite-size scaling is presented. The coi vergence 
of the method is studied analytically for the Ising model. Using this method we give 
predictions for the 2d bond percolation. Finally we discuss how the method can be 
applied to random systems. 

I "Introduction 

The phenomenological renormalization (PR) method, first introduced by Nightingale , 
is a very powerful tool for studying the critical properties of a large class of mo
dels in statistical mechanics. The method consists in calculating the thermodynamic 
prooerties of one dimensional systems (like infinite strips of finite width) and in 
extracting from this information the critical properties of infinite systems in 
higher dimension. The main interests of the method are the following : 

. it gives satisfactory results with a very reasonable amount of calculation 

. the results can be improved systematically by increasing the width of the 
strips 

. the convergence of the results is much more rapid than that of the Monte Carlo 
renormalization (a power law convergence instead of a logarithmic one) 

. in contrast to most real-space renormalizatio.is where there is a proliferation 
of interactions, here, only one parameter is renormalized. 

We first recall the basic equations of the PR method. Then we explain how these equa
tions can be derived from the finite size scaling hypothesis. For the 2d Ising model, 
we calculate analytically how the estimations of the critical temperature and the 
critical exponent v> converge when the width of the strip increases. Numerical results 
on 2d bond percolation are presented. Finally the application of the method to random 
systems is discussed. 

II The phenomelogical renormalization method 

Suppose that one wants to calculate the critical temperature and the critical expo
nents of a two dimensional system (for example the Ising model). For simplicity, the 
only parameter in the model is the temperature T. Using the transfer matrix, one can 
calculate any thermodynamic quantity Q (T) (like the correlation length £ (T), the 
magnetic susceptibility \(T)...) for an infinite strip of finite width n. Following 
Nightingale!.'], let us write the fundamental equation of the PR method : 

- J L _ = H m 

r(T') m 

m 
This equation establishes a correspondence between two strips : the strip of width n 
at temperature T is related by a scaling transformation to a strip of width m at tem
perature T' : this transformation is a contraction of ratio n/m of the width of the 



strip. Thus the correlation length which is the characteristic It-nv-.th alone the stri-
has to be contracted in the same ratio. 
The rr.air. hypothesis of the P.- -.ethed ic to ncsure th.xt the >v";::';>: ':,' :-'rv= = *: T 
and T' devends only on the ratio n/m. Therefore if t^d) is the correlation length 
of the infinite system, one has 

—!•••» » — ^ M ^ 

Çn(T) n Ç.(T) 
Çm(T') m ÇJT') (2) 

Then from (2), one can find the critical temperature T and the critical exponent 
(Ç (T) — |T - T |~v) as usual with real space renormalizations 

Ç (T ) n 

n c _ n_ Ç (T ) " m m c 
-dÇ d£_ 

1 + -v 

rat, ac,m 

(3) 

(-) 
log[n/m] 

Suppose that we want to calculate another critical exponent u which describes the 
critical behaviour of a quantity Q œ(T) of the 2d system. [(^(T) ~ | T - T j ^ ] . Assu.-?.ing 
again that Q (T)/Q (T') depends only on the ratio n/m, one has : 

0n(T) QJT) (5) 
Q^T') q„(T') 

Then the critical exponent ui can be obtained by : 

V login/m] 
(6) 

where T and v are given by (3) and (4). 

Ill Derivation of the PR equations from the finite-size scaling hypothesis 

We shall show now that the basic equations (2) and (5) of the PR nethod are consequen
ces of finite-size scaling' '^. The content of the finite-size scaling hypothesis 
is to assume the exist mce of scaling functions F n such that 

Qn(T) ~ QJT)FQ[n/f;x(T)] ("1 

This relation is expected to be valid when the size n of the system is lars»e and 
when T is in the neighbourhood of T . Notice that when T approaches T , Q (T) and 
£m(T) are singular whereas Q (T) remains regular. Therefore the function f'n(z) must 
behave like z'jJ'J for z -* 0 in order to eliminate the singularities of 0 o and "._ . 



Consider now two temperatures T and T' such that 

,(T') (8) 

For any choice of À, equation (8) provides a relation between T and T'. 
Using the expression (7), we can write the ratio 0 (T)/0 (T') as : 

"n "m 
Qn(T) QJT) F Q[n/ÇjT)] 

(9) 

If we choose the ratio X = n/m, the arguments of the two functions F in (9) are 
identical. Then, the tunction F_ is eliminated in (9) and one recovers equation (5) 
Equation (2) follows as a particular case of equation (5), when Q is equal to L~. 

IV Application to the Ising Model 

It is never possible to make numerical calculations on very large strips. So the 
corrections to finite-size scaling are not negligible. This is why the estimations 
Tc(n,m) and v(n,ra) which are calculated by the equations (3) and (4) differ from 
the exact values T and v and converge to these exact values only when n or m beco
mes infinite. In order to estimate the accuracy of the method, it is interesting 
to know the convergence law of Tc(n,m) and v(n,ru). This convergence law can be cal
culated analytically for the 2d Ising model. The Hatniltonian of the 2d Ising model 
is 

H = -K Y a.G. with G. = =1 
<1J.» 

(10) 

From the exac t s o l u t i o n , one knows t h a t : 

K = j l o g ( l + if) and v = 1 (11) 

Using the exact expression (that one can find in reference 1) of the correlation 
lengths Ç n for strips of width n with periodic boundary conditions, one ran show 
that the estimations of K and 'J obtained by solving (3) and (4) for large n and m 
are : 

K (n,m) = - log(l + v'2) 192 3 n 
(12) 

v ( n, m ) 
2 2 

T 1OK2 A -1 
24 2, , n 1» s;' 

(13) 



wh^re m = n/"-. One sees trust if the ratio n.-'- rem» ins finite vh>" :: .\r..: - i:.:r- • :\ • , 
the convergence is rather rapid (a power law). This convergence i». 17: ::-._•'.. for • ;s 
close to i as possible. Therefore the best choice for r. li -; - v.-\ . et.e ; ,:r. r.. :;.-_-
that if only n — -r and m remains finite, then "• ~ n and the convergence for bee rr.es 
logarithmic as in Monte Carlo renornalirations116> I ' i. 

V Application to percolation 

Following Nightingale , the Phenomenological Renormalization Method has been used 
to study a large class of models : generalized Ising models I"*»3 > , Isir.g -ntiferrcra-
gnets in a magnetic field^], lattice gas modelsi7'^]^ quantum spin systems t̂ i , Lee 
and Yang singularitiesl'O], percolation^ 1 > 12 J > directed percolation1-J- , self avoi
ding walksll4], lattice animals^1-J... 

[ n ] 
We present in table I results recently obtained for bond percolation on a square 
lattice. The correlation lengths were calculated for strips of width n with periodic 
boundary conditions by the transfer matrix method^'*J. For each choice of n and m, 
the estimations of Ffc and v were obtained by solving the equation (3) and (4) 

n m p c 

2 1 .50260 1.-410 
3 2 .48559 1.2015 
4 3 .49133 1.237; 
5 A .49563 1.2710 
6 5 .49774 1.2922 
7 6 .49873 1.3047 
8 7 .49921 I.31-1 
9 8 .49948 1.3169 
Extrapolation .5000 1.332 

±.0002 " .003 
[15] 

Expected values .5(exact) 4/3 

Table I 
r 1 ? 1 The extrapolations were obtained by assuming a power law convergpr.ee of the 

resultsl^J. We see here the advantages of the PR method : first, even when n and 
m are small, the estimations of p or v are rather satisfactory ; Second the extra
polation (n ->•<») is much easier tnan in Monte Carlo renormalizations <• '̂ > ' "-> where 
the numbers to extrapolate are always obtained with errorbars. Moreover the conver
gence [4/3-vi(n) ~ n~ x with x = 2.3 i .4] for large n of the exponent v(n) is more 
rapid than in the Monte Carlo reno.realizations [4/3 -v(n) ~ log~'n]. Last but not 
least, the calculations do not cost much computer time (the PR for widtr.s n = 9 and 
m = 8 took less than 5 minutes of IBM 3033). 

VI Ap_p Heat ion to models with random interactions 

For pure systems, the thermodynamic properties of infinite strips can he calculated 
from the eigenvalues of transfer matrices. For random systems (e.g. random magnet.;) 
the transfer matrices become random and the eigenvalues of the transfer matrices are 
replaced by the Liapounov exponents which describe the asymptotic behaviour of a 
product of a large number of transfer matrices. Although a lot is known about the 
existence of these Liapounov exponents, there does not exist rules to calculate them. 
Therefore one must use the brute-force method of multiplying a large number N of 
random matrices (the err^r on the Liapounov exponent is at least of order N ' ' - ) . 
Those statistical errors make more difficult the calculations of the derivatives 

http://rr.es
http://convergpr.ee


in •îcuacion (•*). Ho-.wor the ideas of finite-size scaling re-.-iin : r. pr:::>-::'!i- v;> ' :.: 
for randoa systems. Recently Pichard and Sarau»--' used this id.a to :; ;:dy thv pru
bles of localization and could find rather accurate esti-ations of trie critical beha
viour of correlation lengths. In the same spirit, a polymer in a random, n-.ociiir'. has 
been studied recently"- *° '. 
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